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The Guardian
Weekly Web Poll
Where do you study?
i A shady resturant-type place. 5%
i Some scuzzy trucker stop. 2%
i In the restroom. 9%
I In my room. 55%
I In the hallway before class. 2%
i In the bookstore... I am too cheap
to buy books. 2%
i What's studying? 25%

'Body WerHes
Your complete repair fact fity!
Quality is our top priority. We have trained and
certified technicians. We are modern and fully
equipped. We handle any insurance claim.
426-9000
1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick return of your car is our goal!

TAKE A CLOSER
LOOK AT AN
ARMY OF ONE

Deena Ware (left) was one of four finalists in the Feb 19 poetry slam held in the
Student Union Atrium. The finalists will compete nationally in April.
Photo by J.D. Giffin

Campus Crime
reported stolen from the
Student Union.
Feb. 14: An ATM card was
reported misused in College
Park.
Feb. 14: A cell phone was
reported stolen from The
Depot.

Larceny/Theft
Feb. 11: A book bag was
reported stolen from the
Student Union Atrium.
Feb. 12: A wallet was
reported missing in the
Library Annex.
Feb. 12: A wallet was
reported stolen from the
Student Union.
Feb. 13: Computers and
related equipment were

Offense Against Family
Feb. 15: A violation of a protection order was reported
on Colonel Glenn Highway.

Mi AJMY OF WT

Unauthorized Use of
Property
Feb 15: A computer was
reportedly used for unauthorized purposes in
Oclman Mall.

News Bits

• C o n s t r u c t i o n relocates offices
The Office of Student Life,
Greek Life, the Lambda
•
•
•
•
•
Union and the Residential
Stop by the WhgM State University campus torttieAnny 2 In 1 Challenge Community Association
moved to offices surAnd check out ower 2tC ways you can become fH ARMY Of ONE
rounding the previous
» LOCATION Wright State Bntmtfy campus
location of the Rathskellar,
in the Student Union, this
» BATE Hon. Mar 4 Fri. Mar 8
week due to construction
» CONTACT Dayton East Army Recruiting Station
of the new Union Market.
337-236-4811

rami

Traffic
Feb. 10: A hit and run was
reported at the Nutter
Center.
Feb 15: An auto accident
was reported in Lot 2.

• New University
Librarian chosen
Stephen Foster, associate
dean of university libraries
at Central Michigan
University, was selected as
Wright State's new univer

search. Foster's responsibilities will include overseeing
activities and collections of
all VVSU libraries, library
archives and the patent and
trademark collection.
• ACLU challenges
mask ordinance
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Ohio filed suit in
federal district court last
week, in a challenge to an
anti-mask ordinance
enforced by the city of
Cincinnati. The ordinance,
which prohibits wearing
masks in public with rare
exceptions was used by
police to arrest demons! ra-

Atlantic Business Dialogue
conference held in
Cincinnati in November
2000.
• Oil pipeline may
cross Ohio
Marathon Ashland
Petroleum says it could
begin building a S50 million pipeline this spring
that would cross eight
southeast Ohio counties.
The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers must approv e
the 140-mile pipeline from
Kenova, W Va, to
Columbus. Opponents
fear it would scar the
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News
Students ea> v targets for cult groups
By Jake Stanley
Staff Writer

Over the past couple of
years, colleges and universities nationwide have instituted offices and programs to
deal with cults, or high-pressure groups on campmses.
Ohio University announced
this month that it is considering starting a relationship
with Wellspring, a cult recovery and resource center near
Athens, Ohio.
"Cults usually recruit on
college campuses," said Ron
Burks, clinical counselor and
cult expert, in an interview
with OU's The Post. "Be
advised, you're a target."
One student, who wish-

U

"There is a lot of support
available, but not awareness."
-WSU student and former
cult member
os to remain anonymous,
sees a threat of these groups
at Wright State. Involved in a
group on campus he now
believes to be a cult, hefound strange methods that
presented to him a "red
flag."
He admits that he wasn't
aware of what he was
involved in for some time,
but ' kept his guard up" and
notes that many who are

involved in cults really don't
feel like they are doing anything that is detrimental or
wrong. "It's very subtle,
overt, unobtrusive. Almost
like breathing air," he said.
Though all students get
free psy chological counseling, WSU doesn't presently
have a program to deal
specifically with cults,
according to Amy Sues,
associate director of the
Office of Student Life.
Sues agrees that college
students are highly susceptible to such groups. "The college age is a time for experimentation and exploration,"
she said, making students
vulnerable. She added that
Student Life would establish
a program if the need for
one grows.
The former cult member
recalled how he became to
realize the group he was
involved in was a high pressure group. In the beginning,
he said that he was receiving

Ways To Identify A Cult
• Extremely Friendly - YouV/il! fi.id cult members abnormally
friendly when they meet you arid when you agree to attend
their funtions. If they sense yc^j are vulnerable, alone, feeling
isolated from friends of family, «r questioning your religious
beliefs, they will larger you. :f
• Persistence - Group
functions even when you
will typically "shun" or igi
that you wish to disasso

will persist in asking you to
you are not interested, and they
IU if and when you make it clear
•om the group.

• Time - The cult will slowlyittempt to make it clear to you
that you should give more an& more of your time to study or to
meet so ally with your friends outside the cult membership.
You will be made to feel guilty.
.

Funds to be allotted

• Separation - The cult will use a form of mind control to
convince you that anyone outside the cult $ seriously troubled
or wrong in the way they think or believe. This is especially
attractive to college-aged students w.io are establishing their
independence. You must believe the way the cutt teHs you to
believe. Though certain differences may be tolerated at first
as a way to "draw you in," there will come a time when you are
no longer allowed to disagree. At the same time, you will have
become separated from anyone'ouside the cult who can offer
you alternative ways to think or act.

By Kimberly Short
Staff Writer

• Allegiance - At some point, you will be asked to give
|gj
absolute allegiance to the group and to largely, if not totally, . *
ignore friends ouside the cult, family and other persons who
differ in their beliefs from the cult.

Student groups apply for money
tions who apply for funds
through them. Currently the
members include, Neal
Duiker, Student Government
The Student
president and chair of SOBC,
Organizational Budget
Josh Burger, Can Truong,
Committee is in the midst of
Eric Harris and Danielle
holding hearings for disThomson,
bursement u
who are all
of funds
" A lot of organizations will be at-large
for next
taking a cut this year, includ- members
year.
ing Student Government."
appointed
Last
by Student
year there
-Josh burger, SOBC committee Affairs,
were a
member
^ ^ and Laurie
total of 15
Copper,
student
alternate.
organizations that applied
Also, Dan
for funding which totaled
Abrahamowicz, vice presialmost $346,000. This year
dent
of Student Affairs and
there are 1(> organizations
Enrollment Services and coapplying for a total of
chair of SOBC, and Carolyn
around 5341,000.
Smith, non-voting member,
"A lot of organizations
help with the organization of
will be taking a cut this year,
the committee.
including Student
While hearings are still
Government," says Josh
in the process of taking
Burger, Student Government
place, student organizations
senator and SOBC committee
must wait for the final decimember.
sion as to which organi/a
SOBC is a group of stulions are allocated what
dents who are allotted a certain amount of money to distribute to student organiza-

See ' SOBC" p. 7

. wL

See "Cult" p. 5

PCs stolen from Student Life
By Dan Brock
Staff W r i t e r
Sometime during the
night of Feb. 12 two computers were stolen from the
office of Student Life.
WSU police were dispatched to the scene at
approximately 8 a.m. the following morning. "Police
responded to our call very
quickly and we appreciate
their service," said Katie
Deedrick. director of Student
Life.
At this point police are
unsure as to how the perpetrator or perpetrators were
able t i gain access it > the
Silicic nt Life office b<•cause
were no signs <

left open for air circulation
but areas that were surely
locked were also accessed,"
said Deedrick.
The theft came at an
especially inconvenient juncture for Student Life, according to Deedrick. "This is very
bad timing due to our

upcoming temporary move
and the number of even's
we're trying to implement
during the busy winter quarter," she said. "Were all disappointed and frustrated
because energy is lost on

see "PC Theft" p. 7

Computer thefts came at a stressful time, as Student Life
moved its office this week.
_. , .
..
Photo by Heather Skinner
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Libertarians invite debate African American
Group takes on big government
culture celebrated
By Jessica Donham
Managing Editor

n> ors posted around
campus declare that the gov ernment makes you pee in a
cup. They also ask if you
believe in limited government and increasing individual liberty and responsibility.
The WSU's College
Libertarians created these
flyers.
During the 2000 election, Brad Klepacz noticed
that the Libertarian party
was not getting any attention
on campus. He decided to
start the College Libertarians
to campaign for their 2000
presidential candidate HarryBrown.
"Off and on throughout
the past few years there
have been a few people who

tried to get a Libertaria.
group on campus. I thouj i<
it was important to get a
group going for the 2000
presidential elections," said
Klepacz.
"We think the government should be limited in
what it can do. By banning
things, like drugs, the government is creating crime,"
said Klepacz.
Some students disagree
with the group's views. "I
think there would be more
crime if the government was
not involved. People would
not have enough consequences to stop them from
doing something wrong,"
said early education major
Kristy Knight.
However, other students
agree with some views while
disagreeing with others. "I
think essentially it's a good
policy to have all private
schools. Parents should be
able to choose what their
kids learn. I do have a problem with no bans on drugs.
At some point you need regulations," said Jequan Merle,
a communication major.
"I mean you don't want
someone smoking weed then

has been another one of the
highlights of the month so
far."
Other events of note
To celebrate February as
include the Black Expo 2002
Black History Month, Wright
"Our
Place in History" which
State has scheduled a numtook place on Feb 18. The
ber of events recognizing
Black Expo showcased the
African
~
~
achieveAmerican
It's encouraging to see stu- ments of
heritage
dents take advantage of
African
The Black
opportunities to learn aout
Americans
Student
over the
African American culture.
Union, the
past four
Bolinga
decades.
-Monice Morgan, BSU
Center and
"The
President
other
' J Taste of
groups on
— — —
Africa."
which
took
place
on
campus have all sponsored
Feb. 20, was a catered event
activities designed to celethat included exotic African
brate the month.
foods, African music and
Student turnout has
dancers, and a variety of
been good for the events so
African crafts.
far. "Black History Month
Rounding out the festivialways attracts attention
ties on Feb. 27 will be "It's
from students but this
Not Over Yet," a soul food
February's activities have
dinner which will include
seen more participation than
music and other entertainin past years," said BSU
ment.
President Monice Morgan.
Although Black History
"It's encouraging to see stuMonth is a celebration of
dents take advantage of
African American heritage all
opportunities to learn about
ethnic groups are encourAfrican American culture."
aged to join in the festivities.
On Feb. 4. guest speaker
"Black History- Month is sigMichael Dyson spoke to stunificant because it educates
dents on the concept of
everyone on African
"Hiphopology." "Dyson relatAmerican culture and in
ed African American herdoing so, promotes unity
itage to the hip hop generaamong all people," said
tion of today," said Morgan.
Morgan.
"The Hei 'tage Ball, a formal
By Dan Brock
For the Guardian

u

Brad Klepacz
performii g heart surgery,"
added Merle.
Currently the College
Libertarians hold meetings
every other Saturday at the
Paul Laurence Dunbar
Library.
"We've been discussing
ways to promote liberty on
campus at our meetings,"
said Klepacz. "We've also
been planning on challenging ihe other parties on campus on the issues and presenting things to Student
Government about ending
the war on drugs," added
Klepacz.
For more information on
the College Libertarians contact Klepacz at
klepacz.2®wright.edu.

dance sponsored by the BSU,
Oitytorv East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Sprfngboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

258-9530

299-1225

EYE EXAMS

Contact Lenses Fitted

www.aplacetotan.com
S t a r t tanning now
for Spring Break!!!

J o h n D. L e v y
and associates
independent Doctors of Optometry
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME
EYE EXAMS- GLASSES & CONTACT LENSES
•^Computerized Prc-Exams
<a>Colored Contact Lenses
CL'P THIS
'fl-.ve Exams- Adult and Children
&D AND

r

3 Sessions for

$10.00
20 Minute session (Kxpircs 2/28/02)
Regular bed and upgrades available

RECEIVE
S 5 00 OPE
EYE EXAM

L
k BEAVERCREEK
3 New Germany/Trebein Rd.
426-4638

7 days a w e e k

TROTWOOD
5331 Salem Awe.
837- 4 7 9 4
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Songs stimulate students
3y Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer

Music may bo an effective way to enhance students' learning and participation in the classroom,
according to Jim Uphoff,

m$L

pr

9

Jim Uphoff
"Cult" continued
an "unusual amount of
invested interest from total
strangers." They were elusive
about questions, and
responded with what seemed
to be rehearsed answers.
Questions were seen as
questioning God, and having
a lack of faith. Questioning
the leader in front of others
was not deemed appropriate,
because he didn't want to
"lose face in front of followers."
When he found and completed a checklist that
included about 20 instances
of cult-like behavior he said
he checked off all but one or
two, which told him it was
time to move on. When he
did so, he said he was
scowled at and ostracized.
"The emotional control was
hard to deal with. It would
have been much worse if I
was living with them or tied
in financially."
He warns students
should be leery of any group
that separates themselves
from others, and deems people that leave as evil. Groups
that have a "one-way" mentality, black and white
answers for everything, and
who are not forthright about
their doctrine or finances arc
all warning signs of something to avoid partaking in.
He sees college students
as «t large I because of their

associate dire
of the
Center for i<d
I.earning at U
University.
Uphoff led ..
luncheon on Feb. i .>, scussing the use of music in
the classroom. "Songs and
music can be a way for a faculty member to enhance student thinking and participation," said Uphoff. •
Uphoff has been using
music as a learning aid since
he began teaching seventh
graders in 1959. Certain
songs may give students a
"deeper understanding of
content and materials in the
course," said Uphoff.
"Music hooks into our
emotional side, our affective
side, the personal side of all

of us," he s.iid. "Music cuts
across all sorts of social and
cultural lines. It reaches out
in a way thai can be less confrontational."
According to UpholT,
music can be used to spur all
sorts of classroom conversations and to get students to
think about the issues that
are being discussed in the
class, in addition to teachers
r.roviding songs, he encourages them to allow students
to come up with their own
songs that are current and
have purpose for them.
Uphoff will be leading
another discussion of this
topic ;it a Southeast Ohio
Council for Higher Education
workshop on March I.

absence of structure for the
first time, and they are usually open to new things. They
may be feeling stressed,
lonely, dependent,
unassertive, alienated, and
be searching for a spiritual
meaning. "They feed off idealism |of] aspiring to a higher power," he said.
"We don't pay enough
attention to mental health as
much as our physical wellbeing in this country," he
said, adding even thr military has had problems with
cults. "It's a weakness in our
society. It allows them to gel
in. There is a lot of support
available, but not awareness."
The Rev. Chris Rohmillcr,
head of Campus Ministry and
advisor to Newman Catholic
Organization, said he knows
of only one Irue cult to
inhabit the WSU campus
within his eight years on
campus.
About four years ago.
International Church of
Christ, he recalls, was a
national group that came
from Cincinnati and set up a
house in Fairborn. They
would then visit WSU to do
recruiting, looking for that
"certain kind of person that's
susceptible," said kohmiller.
Some of their destructive tactics included making students drop out, working for
no pay and ly ing to their
members about finances, he

said.
Rohmiller's advice for
avoiding a group that
demonstrates cult-like
behavior is to seek advice
from Student Life, get
information from Campus
Ministries, continue to
develop critical thinking,
and promoting healthy living and relationships. "A
frontal assault is a waste
of time," he said. "It's pretty hard to stop a person
from joining if they really
wish to do so."

GRAN RIO MEXICAN RESTAURANT
49 E. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
878-0500

$2 OFF LUNCH
$3 OFF DINNER
Purchase of S5.95 or more.
No t_vahd_ wit h_ any_t)ther_ discounts orspecials^

a m $14.15 base a p p t .
Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions fcxist.
Call Mon.-Fri., 11-6pm 436-3580
www.workforstudents.com

&

e View

'Apartmtnts

Now accepting
reservations f o r
A W t - £ V16&S
Waiting List for
Summer/Fall" 02

tUe
Bring this Ad by Feb 28. 2002
& Receive $100 Off.

Minutes from Campus!
Cheaper than the dorms!

* /}CT A/CMJ so you ore <not left
uJitkoat an afort&\er\t
scXool yeor!
937- 878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd. Fairborn, OH

WJrifkt State's

CXoiC^?/

NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?
• Battery jump
• Air for a flat
• A gallon of gas if
you run out on a
campus roadway
Call Parking and Transportation at 775-2528
between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. Monday, through Thursday

<»
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Witnessed a crime? In an event?
Tell us....775-5538

Some students' histopy
exams score comic relief
By Marja Mills
Chicago Tribune (KRT)

TQ> Afi.8. ©<SOS:V
SS5J!
©8S82S6
Join us for 3 months of intense
•Bible S t u d y
• P o w e r f u l W o r s h i p and
most importantly, j e s u s !

Never undcrcstimatc
what college students hazy
on the facts can come up
with when faced with the
exam-time panic of an emptyblue book and a ticking
cloc k.
Anders llcnriksson,
clean of history at Shepherd
College in Shepherdstown.
W.Va., has made a sport of
compiling his favorite bloopers from what he swears arcreal history exams and term
papers, such as:
"Hitler's instrumentality

Be a part of a m i n i s t r y that is
getting ready to take the Miami
Valley by storm, showing our
generation what it means to be
a F r i e n d of G o d !
FREE FOOD A N D DRINKS!
Foursquare Gospel Church
www.mvwc.org
Call Vince @ (937) 470-8103
For Questions or Directions!

of terror was the Cespacho."
briskly in the few months it
"The Civil Rights movehas been out. In December,
ment in the U.S.A. turned
the book made the top ten
around the corner with
on the New York limes
Martin Luther Junior's
Advice, How To and
famous If I had a hammer
Miscellaneous bestseller list.
speech."
Despite students who
More recently, during
write that "The airplane was
the Carter administration,
invented and lirst flown by
according to another stuthe Marx brothers" or that
dent, the U.S. faced the Iran
"Judism has one big God
Hostess Crisis."
named Yahoo," Henricksson,
"It must have been the
"> i. does not conclude that
squiggle on the cupcake,"
this illustrates a decline in
I fenriksson said dryly. A spe- education.
cialist on 1 /arist Russia,
"I don't really see a difllcnriksson is a veteran
ference oxer time ...,"
teacher of freshmen survey
Henriksson said. "I would be
courses.
u
bold as to
He
"You talk to a n y o n e w h o h a s s a y y o u c o u l d
gets a
taught a n d they h a v e r e a d t h i s * ° ! ' ? c k l ° , h c
kick out
' s an
of anoth kind of p r o s e .
find stuff like
er gem
this."
sure to
-Anders Henriksson, aean of hisMoreover,
send edu- tory at Shepherd College. W. Va. Henriksson

Spring Break in Panama C% Beach, Florida!

—
around the bend: "Joan of
Arc was famous as Noah's
-I
Ouftkw Swinwom-JW* • VJlxwt, > ( si;
wife."
j|;i
«•*'
Rrnlils • VollfjbtB »Uuj r
And: "Christianity was
Rwfcfri»nl II. »t t d t .
up (o io IVopIr
just another my stery cult
'
- ilirprtrt Itowoinr V n «*
until Jesus was born."
"You talk to any one who
)RLD FAMOUS
DJ
D..™*has taught and they have
U 4J
I n !
R A i )
'« * lararstf 4 lonernt
read this kind of prose,"
Henriksson said. He stitched
Wrl X SWI CI'fitrjl and WW ,Kwlr> SkoH
hundreds of such gaffes into
• \li (mrr for 'miwtplp** GmM*
a slim volume, "Non Campus
Mentis: World HistoryReservation* 800.488.8821 According to College
w w \v. $ a 11 <1 p i p e r b e a r o n*. r 0111
Students," which has sold
J

'

frrf-«f

S tAC H HBOKT t CONFfMHCt ClHTlk

fialf

B«fk FtKttair • J Ufjjp'

The New Student Trustee Search has Begun!
REPRESENT THE VOICE OF WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS
PROVIDE STUDENT INPUT ON CAMPUS ISSUES
ENJOY BENEFITS SUCH AS SPECIAL CAMPUS EVENTS
Applications arc being accepted for the position of Student Member of the IVSU Board of Trustees.
Qualified applicants must be mature, reliable, and interested in serving the entire university. The
position will be filled by the appointment of Governor Taft to serve a 2-year term starting July 1
2002 and ending on June 30, 2004. Application packets can be obtained at the following locations*
1. University Hall, Suite 250
2. O f f i c e o f Student Life, W - 0 3 4 Student Union
3. Student G o v e r n m e n t O f f i c e , W - 0 2 4 Student U n i o n
If y o u h a v e any q u e s t i o n s regarding the process, please contact Brittany Stewart at S t e w a r t . 3 6 f a w r i g h t . e d u or
Michelle Novak at N o v a k . 3 @ w r i g h t . e d u

JAid, his collection of absurdities is no
snapshot of the typical university student's knowledge
of history.
"This is not a scientific
sample of what the students
know. This is a harvest of
the most creative bits of
inane writing," he said.
"You're talking tens of thousands of papers and we got
(iOO-odd funnies out of
them."
"We" is Henriksson and
the professors he tapped at
another two dozen universities across the United States
and < anada. Some are
friends and former colleagues. Others are professors who learned of
Henriksson's blooper collection and offered favorites
from their classrooms.
Henriksson said he personally records some of the
sentences straight from blue
books and term papers submitted at his own college. "I
have a lot on the computer.
When I grade exams, I sit
with a yellow legal pad next
to me and write them down.
Sometimes, if they 're really
classics, I'll Xerox them.
"Many (others) come
S e e " E x a m s " p. 7

"SOBC" continued
amount of money.
The total amount of
money that groups are asking for next year is around
$450,000, so some of the
organizations will not be
able to receive the amount
they asked for. It is now up
to the SOBC to debate and
then distribute funds accordingly.
Chi Alpha Campus
Ministries, The Disabled
Student Union and the
Student Ambassadors Club

"Exams"
continued
from people I know and
trust. I don't ask to see the
originals bui you develop an
eye for these things. I have a
sense of what students do
write." Such as:
"Dim el Sum ruled as
'Head Coucho' of North
Korea. China has so many
Chinese that forced birth
patrol became required. This
is where people are allowed
to reproduce no more than
one half of themelves."
Henriksson doesn't
attach students' names to
the gaffes, lor the most part,
he is sympathetic with students who unintentionally
provide their professors with
reason to laugh, or moan.
"These are mostly blue
book excerpts and we all can
remember that time when we
were staring at that blue
book and didn't know how
to fill it and you write something like 'During the Dark
Ages it was mostly dark' or
you write about 'Chairman
Moo' because you can't quite
remember."
Other historic figures
that surface in the collection
of bloopers: "Franklin
Eleanor Roosevelt" and
"India Gandy."
One generational change
Henriksson does see is an
increase in the numbers of
student whose gaffes indicate they have not read
enough to reai./e that they
have misheard common
expressions.
"I don't know how many
students said 'took it for
granite.' It's what they've
heard," he said.

are among the 1(> student
organizations applying for
funds this year. However
nlike the others this year
will be their first time applying.
Hent
Amb.
lub has big
plans i
••ar," said
David .
ih, president
of the new
nization. "We
think that we can offer
something to WSU by
expanding the knowledge of
liv ing and learning abroad."

"PC theft" continued
taking t are- of day to day
operations and serving students.
Currently the police have
no substantiated leads but
they are urging anyone with
information to come forward. " If there is anyone
with knowledge that would
assist us in the investigation
please contact Del.
Monhollcn at extension
2497," said Chief Simone
Polk, director of Public
Safety.

Wednesday. February 20. 2002fileGuardian
Based on the value of the
patrols in on campus build
stolen property , roughly
ings and we may consider
S 1,000, any guilty parties
other changes in terms of
will face lelony charges and
our patrol methods," said
possible incarceration. "Due
Polk.
Student Life doesn't
to the loss of the equipment
expect the loss of equipment
the business operations of
to hinder the services they
Student l ife are hindered
perform for students. "We
and departmental function is
impacted. Therefore, Public
will still be able to provide
Safety will work diligently to
the same level of service we
solve this crime," said Polk.
have alway s provided," said
The police are taking
I )eedrick.
security measures to help
Police are asking that
prevent crimes such as this
everyone secure their offices
from occurring again. "We've
and be on the lookout for
added additional directed
suspicious behavior.

sSE

we t h r o w a l l k i n d s of

[ o b s t a c l e s ] at you#
t u i t i o n i s n ' t one of them.

Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final e*ams. With obstacles like tnese in you* way,
tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about But it you qualify, you can
get a 2- o* 3-year Army R0TC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the foog
naul. Talk to your U.S. Army RCJTC representative. And get a leg up on your future.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college ctxirse you can take.

•

.
28B

Leadership Development Taught Here!
Visit Room 328, Fawcett Hall, or Call 775-2763
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Teat ig/torture what'stile dif?
Commentary

The recent abduction
of a journalist got me
thinking—what would it
be like to be a captive of
terrorists in a third
world country?
Would they torture
you, spit in your face or
even fly in the face of the
Geneva Convention...by
forcing you to watch FOX
sitcoms?

"Shudder!"
I hope Mr. Pearl wasn't
subject to such atrocities. I'd
be willing to bet they even cut
off his Internet access.
God, if terrorists ever
hold me hostage, all they'd
have t > do is hold a knife to
my R ladRunner high speed
Inter et access line and I'd be
crawlin;; on the ground whining like a pair of Olympic silver medallists.
Maybe we DO have it too
good though, when peopleoverseas have to hunt for
water and food while our people are considered lower class
if they don't carry around a

cell phone.
My solution? Make evenone teach at least one year.
Yes, teach. There isn't a
more masochistic job on the
planet.
I guarantee you that after
a year of teaching junior high
boys and ^irls, ANYONF. will
learn to appreciate the finer
things in life like free time,
exercise and an absence of
dick and fart jokes.
I must admit though that
people who choose teaching
as a profession deserve a
hand.
A hand upside the head.
What were you thinking?

ranDuinb fry Pao( Ku(U

Just give
'er an ol"
heave-ho
over that
there c l i f f

Letters to the Editor
-The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators
and staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone, major and class standing (if applicable)
- Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday proceeding the next issue
• Letters should be kept to 500 words
or less
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
• Letters which duplicate others may
be omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
• Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used

E-mail; guartttanopetf " hotmail.com

Guardian Phone Numbers

Scene/Opinion: 775-5536
Editor in Chief: 775-5534
Advertising: 775-5537
News'Spons: 775-5538
Fax: 7/5-5535

/ferHow Georgia's Tri-State Crematory will be j
spending bring-your-daughter-to-work-day

People with a business
degree have more money in
spare change lay ing around
their deluxe apartments and
homes than you make in a
year.
Hello! Ever hear of the
phrase: stock options? Oh,
that's right—you're part of
the Stale Teacher's
Retirement Fund. What is that
exactly? A motorized wheelchair to get you out of the
classroom and a shotgun to
finish the job?
No, really I respect teachers. My parents have both
been teachers at some point
and I admire the profession.
As a teaching assistant
myself, I can't help but shed a
few tears every time I see one
of my students doze off or
roll their eyes at every thing I
say. Glad to follow in your
proud footsteps ma and pa!
Fortunately, I didn't have
to take "education" courses to
be a teacher here. Apparently,
graduating with a Bachelor's
degree is qualification enough
to teach college-level English
but not high school level or
below. 1 think the powersthat-be have pretty much
decided that if 12 years of
state-funded, certified teachers haven't been able to completely mangle your ability to
write a sentence or express
yourself, then throwing someone in that has no teaching
experience r in't hurt your
chances any.
Not that all TAs are bad
of course. I've heard many
success stories. A TA the
other day was telling me,
tears brimming in her eyes,
how one of her students had
actually used a semi-colon
correctly. And people say this
profession isn't rewarding!
It's not all bad though. I
taught at 8 a.m. this quarter
and I'm pretty sure my students are too tired/hung over
to realize my incompetence. I
could get away with about

"Teaching" see p. 9
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Opinion
Letters to the Editor
Feminists, nazis, & witches

Editorial

Ynu! Speak up a: tuition
By now everyone knows
within a month, we'll all be
paying S61 more for tuition
next quarter. If you're coming back next year, it looks
like you might be paying
another six percent on top of
that in fall. The percentages
add up.
With a raise in tuition,
that means many students
might have to take out more
loans. Already, many WSU
students pay their own waythrough college by balancing
classes, work and sometimes
family.
This extra S200 for continuing students is just morebalancing students will have
to cope with. In today's
recession, it might force
some students to not come
batk'at all next fall.
Still, when looking at
other Ohio state universities,
like the big one up in
Columbus, WSU is looking
pretty good. The Ohio State
University just announced a

"Teaching" continued
anything in there without my
students realizing it. If I suddenly had the urge, I could
probably hang half of them
before any of them could
shout, "Hey! What's our
assignment for next week?"
I suppose ultimately 1
would say that getting
abducted is worse than teaching—though it's a close race.
Hey! Maybe THAT'S what we
should do with our detainees
in Cuba? Leave them alone in
a classroom full of sugarenhanced Kindergartners and
we'd have every detail about
Osama from his telephone
number dowTi to what kind of
panties he wears. Let the
Geneva Convention TRY and
complain about that!
Josuhua Brubaker is a graduate student studying English
at WSU.

few weeks ago it wants to
raise tuition to its incoming
freshman by 35 percent this
fall. So suddenly, Wright
State's mere six percent is
looking better and better.
Now we realize it's not
all Wright State's fault for
wanting more money. We at
The Guardian are more concerned about Ohio's higher
education policy. State universities, like WSU, are being
forced to become more and
more like private institutions
when almost 50 percent of
the annual budget doesn't
come from the state and is
instead funded by the students and donations.
The current students are
the ones who will bicome
our future leaders and if we
want them to stay in Ohio
universities, we need to
improve our system and
soon. Other public universities like University of
California-Berkeley offer
nationally known educations

for $4,088 for the entire year
if you live in-state. That's
nearly S700 less per year
than what WSU students pay
now.
We don't sve Ohio having
this dedicatir n to higher education. This ( luld mean disaster in the state's future as
Ohioans compete nationally
for jobs.
This needs to be corrected. As students we need to
let our leaders in Columbus
know that we want more
funding for higher education.
Check out this article at
theguardianonline.com this
week for a list of e-mail
addresses for your state representatives and c-mail them
right from there.
Tell them how y ou feel
about having to pay more for
the same education. Trust us;
it'll do more good than just
whining about it to WSU
administration when your bill
comes.

Letters to the Editor

Nazi ideology glorified
German achievements in
mathematics, science and
technology. Yet many Nazis
were simultaneously attracted
to antirational New Age ideas
such as astrology, witchcraft,
concave earth theories, and
the like.
Feminists glorify women's
achievements in mathematics,
science and technology . Yet
many feminists are simultaneously attracted to antirational
New Age ideas like astrology
and witchcraft, and denounce
rational thought as "linear" or
"phalloceniric."
Other commonalities
include a rhetoric of violence
and similar theories of language.
None of the letter writers
aduressed a major concern of
mine about the videotape:
fraudulent documentation.
Those cited were
"Starhawk, Witch" (can you
imagine a videotape denying
that the Holocaust took place
citing "Sigfried, Nazi" as an
authority?), and Matthew Fox
(an ex-Catholic priest of dubious reputation who is a theologian, not a historian).
Two legitimate historians
were cited: Barbara Roberts
and Irving Smith.
Unfortunately, both specialize in Canadian history
(the videotape was produced
in Canada) between 1900 and
1950.
Were someone to ask me
about Holocaust denters, I
registered voter aged 18-24
would reply that they are
voted in 2000.1 guarantee
well-known lunatics, but as a
that the big issues in 2002
Medisevalist, I would refer my
would be tuition caps and
questioner to someone whose
on-campus apartment rent
specialty is the history of the
controls.
Nazi period for more detailed
We have no one to blame
information.
but ourselves.
Most witchcraft practitioners, like most university
administrators, are dimwitted
but harmless. A few of both
varieties are extremists and
hatemongers, and we must all
in good conscience speak out
Michael D. Wisebaker
against them.
Senior.
Management
Martin Arbagi,
A Information Systems
Associate professor of
Kent State University
history

The letter writer of
"Kudos to Women's Center*
from the Feb. 6 issue of The
Guardian suggests that I "do
some kind or research" before
publishing a letter to The
Guardian.
She should follow her
own advice.
Ms. Kelli Zaytoun Byrne,
Directoress of the Women's
Center, writes in her letter
that she is pleased "that
Catholic church officials, as
featured in this film, are willing to examine and expose the
church's undeniably, well-documented participation in the
murder of masses of wonv n."
i saw no church officials.
Perhaps the snoring I
heard during the videotape
was Ms. Byrne's.
My colleague. Associate
Professor Nancy Garner,
makes a more serious accusation: that I use guilt by association.
But in fact, an interest in
witchcraft is not the only
thing academic feminists have
in common with Nazism.
They have a shared attitude toward the irrational.

Pitiful voter turnout is the problem
behind the increase in college tuition
I happened to be visiting
Wright State on Friday,
February 15 and I picked up
the February 13 edition of
The Guardian. Don Bruce's
editorial "Ohio missing the
high tech train" was a wellwritten piece that makes a
lot of good points. Here at
Kent State, we are experiencing many of the same financial troubles detailed in Mr.
Bruce's article.
However, I was somewhat dismayed that the editorial did not reach its logical conclusion, which is this:
Ohio's higher education
funding situation is a direct

result of college students'
pitiful voting turnout.
Is it any wonder that the
2000 election was all about
Social Security and prescription health benefits?
It's because, as a demographic, senior citizens have
the highest voter turnout by
percentage. College students
have the lowest.
So why is it any surprise
that we get screwed by those
in office?
We've already given them
the green light to do what
they want. It's not like
they're in danger of getting
voted out of office. If every
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] Burning Vfolk/blues band full of promise

By Lori Anne Agricola
staff Writer
The Camp fire UP, the
first album by Dayton-based
band Burning Veda is full of
earthy ballads and honest
lyrics. Described by lead
singer Leslie Benson as "folk
and blues mixed with a little
bit of rock 'n' roll," Burning
Veda is a young band with
much promise.
Burning Veda includes
Benson on vocals, Michael St.
Christopher on electric guitar, Zach Hohenstein on
acoustic guitar and Tim
Amrhein on drums. Greg
Noble of local Glam-punk
band Sedation Generation

recorded the acoust;
which contains six son,
written by Benson, in Janu. >
2002 at the Flooded
Basement Studios in
Vandalia, Ohio.
Wright State can be
proud to claim Burning Veda
as one of its own, as three of
the four members are WSl)
students. Benson is a junior
English major, Hohenstein is
a freshman studying math
education and St.
Christopher is a senior
majoring in art.
The musicians bring a
variety of influences to the
musical table, ranging anywhere from The Cranberries.

Guitarists Zach Hohenstein and Michael St.
Christopher joined Burning Veda in the fall of 2001.

{film}

Joan Baez, David Bowie and
l.ou Reed to Noel Gallagher
and old 1 980's metal. They
also represent a broad age
range, from Hohenstein, who
is 19-ycars-old to Amrhein,
who is in his early thirties.
Their full-length album,
which they plan to start
recording before the end of
the > ear will include more
instf umentation and be
"more upbeat," said Benson.
Burning Veda's emotional emphasis is apparent in
songs like "Don't Wanna
Sleep Alone" and "Fallen."
"Calico" is the song they setas being "the point at which
we found each other musically," according to Benson. "It's
when we finally found our
groove as a band."
The sounds on their current album are subdued,
with hints of sensuality.
"We're try ing to delve deeper
beneath the surface," said
Benson. "We're not just
about entertaining an audience. We're more about
reflecting upon our inner
selves and bringing that
through the music, letting
people know about us as
individuals."
"We have more of an
emotional essence to the
music, rather than a lot of
rock 'n' roll bands, which are
more out for shock v alue,"
Benson said. "I kind of baseall of my songs on experi-

Veda will perform at Jags Night Club (1227
ton Pike, Kettering, 294-0713) on Sunday,
Wilmington
Feb. 24, at 8 p.m. Thei' CD release oarty will take
place at Jags on Friday, March 15, at 9:30 p.m.
Dayton bands Days Without End, The 33's and
WSU-based band Decipher will also perform.
ences I've had with people
that I've loved and lost. My
friends inspired me to write
the songs."
Hohenstein's philosophy
is that "everything's based
on love." All of his songs arcabout love.
The female driven
sounds of Burning Veda are
a refreshing addition to the
Dayton music scene. "I think
it's important that female
musicians in Dayton get
more attention than they do
right now," said Benson.

"Females in Dayton, musically, have been kind of pushed
aside."
The Campfire El' will be
available for purchase online,
at Burning Veda concerts and
at Gem City Records (318 E.
Fifth Street, Dayton, 2238011) and Disc Go Round
(34(>4 New Germany-Trebein
Road, Beavercreek, 320-1974)
by mid-March.
For band news and
upcoming show information,
visit www.geocities.com/
burningveda.

Student Documentary Night tackles a range of cultural topics

By Brendan Bergen
Staff Writer
Motion picture majors
who make it to the third year
have spent years perfect inn
their craft. The nine stude.its
in this year's junior class will
get a chance to show what
they can do during the annual Wright State Documentary
Night.
Until now, most of the
students presenting piece;;
have only shown their work

to the motion picture faculty
and to fellow students.
Documentary Night is their
first chance to exhibit their
work in front of a large audience.
"I'm really curious to see
what people think of my
piece," said junior production major Ann Rotolante.
Rotolante's project, a video
documentary titled The l.ion
of Babylon is about a belly
dancer that works and teaches in Cincinnati.

"She's basically an
activist for the Arab community. but she's not Arab herself," said Rotolante, who
added that some might find
the opinions expressed in
her documentary controversial.
Besides Rotolante's
piece, there are 11 other
short subject documentaries.
Although the pieces were
assignments for class, students had control over the
subject matter and the style

of their documentaries. The
subjects range from an
African American man who
harness-races, a union going
through a split and students
w ho consider themselves
"straightedge." Ajso included
are more experimental pieces
and a short documentary
about people getting drunk
and talking about sex. The
student filmmakers will not
only present their documentaries but will also answer
questions on their work.

"I don't know if (the programl has a theme," said
Rotolante. "1 guess it's about
people's obsessions, what
preoccupies our minds."
Wright State's
Documentary Night will take
place at 7 p.m. on Saturday,
Feb. 23, in room M252 in the
Creative Arts Center. Anyone
interested in attending
should try and arrive early.
In past years, M252 has been
filled to capacity. Parking
and admission are free.
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Black men making a difference

By Alf Butler
Editor in Chief
Want to be more
informed on issues affecting
the world today? If so.
Sinclair Community College
is hosting the "Black Men
Making a Different in Our
Culture, Community and
Country" program on Feb. 23
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
basement of Building 8.
One of the featured
speakers at the free event is
Wright State's own Abdul
Shakur Ahmad, materials
manager, who will be speaking on "Spirituality and Race:
Abraham, Father of
Spirituality" at 2 p.m.
According to Ahmad, by
studying Abraham, people
can find similarities of
Judaism, Christianity. Islam
and Buddhism.
"lAbrahaml is considered
the father of religion and
faith. I was a Christian minister before converting to
Islam, and there are commonalities between the
faiths. I saw a common
theme running through all of
them. To follow that theme,
we break down stereotypes."
he added. "The purpose of
this presentation is to build
a base for increasing the
knowledge regarding racial
diversity, ethnicity and religious differences."
Though this is the sec-

Abdul Shakur Ahmad
ond year for the program at
Sinclair, this will be the first
time Ahmad is presenting his
workshop to the college's
crowd. With this being the
second year for the program.
Ahmad expects a much larger turnout than last year.
He's hoping more than 150
people will come to the daylong event.
Besides Ahmad's workshop. other community leaders arc helping in the event,
including the Dayton chief of
police, local ministers,
Sinclair professors and state
representative Fred Strahorn.
Other Wright State students, including Clyde Ham,
Jr., Student Government
director of minority affairs,
are getting involved in the
event as well.
"I was going to go
because of the whole focus
of the conference was on
black male leadership and
black leaders. I'm thinking
one of the things our society
is lacking is black leaciership.

Like to write?
Interested in
journalism?
The Guardian is looking for a hard-working, experienced features writer for the
Spring quarter. Pay is one third tuition
for 15 hours of work per week. Resume,
writing samples, and an application are
required. Please apply ASAP.
Contact Features Editor Leslie Benson:
775-5536
veda ravenwolf@hotmail.com

Conferences like this may
encourage people to secthere is a life beyond a street
life," said Ham. "Maybe I can
identify with lone of the
leaders at the confercncel. I
can achieve like someone
else has. They inisht even
help me."
As Ahmad hopes Wright
State students will attend the
event in order to find out
more about current issues
and how to make "positive
transformations in their
li ,es." He stressed that it's
r >t just for black men; all
people are welcome.
For registration information, call Omar Powell at 3122752. Although, there is no
charge, registration in
advance is encouraged.

a f t e r t h i s , the
corporate ladder
w i l l be a piece of

[cake].

.. In the course of facing challenges like this, you'll Icam how
to think an your feet Stay cool under pressure Take charge.
to an Army ROTC rep. You'll *ind there's nothing liter «
little eKmbtng to help prepare you for ge* ang to the top.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college coarse 70a can take.
APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMWR LEADERSHIP TRAINING
AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNITIES!
To learn mora, visit Room 328, Faweett Hafl

or call 775-2763
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Langston Hughes comes to life in Muse musical

By B r e n d a n B e r g e n
Staff W r i t e r
The Muse Machine will
present the world premier of

the exp; .
Heaven.
lion inspii
m
R 'he w o -

"sion or Only
vomposid featur,cl

Langston Hughes, by
Broadway composer Ricky
Ian (iordon.
Gordon recently v isited
Wright Slate to assist in the
production of Bright I'ved
Joy, a concert thai featured
selections from his work,
which Bates directed. Wright
State acting and musical theater director Joe Deer will
serve as director for Only
Heaven.
According to Bates,
Gordon, who is in town for
the production, approves of
the way the two WSU faculty
members are producing his
work.
"|Gordon| has loved what

tiy Business Professionals

OSE WRIGHT STATE
heir MBA
An MBA degree f r o m W r i g h t S t a t e
University can help you take
•

More c o n c e n t r a t i o n s t h a n any
o t h e r area s c h o o l , so you can
c u s t o m t a i l o r your M B A degree.

•

Relevant c u r r i c u l u m such as
E-Commerce a n d I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Business, because local
b u s i n e s s leaders say they need
professionals w i t h a global
perspective.

•

Faculty w i t h real-world
experience a n d close ties t o
local business.

•

Designed for working
professionals, w i t h evening a n d
late-afternoon classes.

• Conveniently located right o f f

we are doing with the piece,"
said Bates, "lie's ecstatic."
Only Heaven has been
produced only twice before.
Gordon recently added a second act, along with new
orchestration and spoken
poems. The production also
features two dancers from
the Dayton Contemporary
Dance Company.
"They're really fantasticactors, as well as great
singers," said Joseph Bates,
music director for the
Department of Theater Arts
and conductor for Only
Heaven.
Bates decided to help
bring Only Heaven to Dayton
after sf -ing it performed in
New York City.
"I really thought the
piece was interesting and
that we could do it in
Dayton. Maybe nut belter,

but certainly different," said
Bates.
Hughes was a prolific
poet and writer who produced many books of poems,
two novels, three collections
of short stories, plays, musicals, operas and a dozen television and radio scripts. Hewas closely associated with
the Harlem Renaissance in
the I 920s, and he continued
to produce influential work
until his death in 1967.
The premier of the
expanded version of Only
Heaven will be preformed at
the Dayton Art Institute on
Feb. 22 until 24. For more
information, visit www.muse
machinedayton.com. For tickets, call (937) 222-MUSE
Tickets are S18 for adults,
S12 for students and S10 for
Muse Machine members.

[ {groove! [ Rappers, D Js unite
By Krystle Barger
Staff W r i t e r
Be prepared for a musical experience that is unlike
any other to roll through
Wright State. The Spill-Out is
an event featuring a collection of rappers and DJ's
from various cities. Some will
come as far away as Chicago,
but several are Dayton-based.
Individuality and off-thecuff inspiration are at the
core of every group participating. With names like
House of Cypher and 219
Field Squad, the unique style
of each group is evident.
Other groups participating
will include 2010 Music, The

INC, Wayside, P. Dub, the
Deadbeat Poets and Infinite
Lyrics.
"It's not about the
groups. It's about the whole
idea of hip-hop and what it
consists of. It is also meant
to celebrate black history
month," said'Brian Lowery,
WSII mass communications
major.
The cost for the event is
one dollar, and all benefits
will go to the Congo Relief
Fund. The event will take
place in the Student Union
Multipurpose room from 7
p.m. until 11 p.m. on Monday,
Feb. 25. For more information. call WWSU 106.9 FM at
775-5554.

1-675Choose the best of t h e best - t h e
first MBA program i n t h e M i a m i
Valley t o be accredited by AACSB
International.

Take classes this summer at
Bowling Green
Small college atmosphere.
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Bell's figurative art on display at WSU
five tradition of western
painting, he borrowed heavily from geometric abstraction and the art of popular
French modernists.
Known lor his steadfast
opinions in the art world, he
was a liberal critic. Bell often
took unpopular stands with
odd heroes of the art world,
which alienated him from
the mainstream art community. Despite this, he exhibit
cd regularly at the
Schoe kopf Gallery in New
Y ork >. ity and in 1987
received a retrospective at
the Phillips Collection in
Washington D.C.
f o r more information on
Bell's exhibit call 775-2978
or check ou! Bell's work
online at www.wright.edu/art
galleries. The event will run
through March 17. The
University Art Galleries are
located in the Creative Arts
Center.

l\)22 until 1991. was '••nely
demanding of himst <
others. Often he wou
rework his paintings i> <
Imagination and creativitimes over, sometimes .
,v >re what feed the souls of
years. A few times, he evt..
I.eland Bell's artwork. I he
reworked pieces after they
Wright State University Art
were display ed.
Galleries will display
Bell was an active lecturChanging Rhythms: Works by
er and teacher at the New
Leland Bell, a collection of
Y ork Studio School. He also
paintings by a member of the
taught at Kansas City Art
second generation of figuraInstitute, Indiana University,
tive artists of the New Vork
Yale University and Parsons
school. His works include
School of Design. As both an
many different artistic styles,
artist and a teacher, Bell
including still life, self-porfavored the work of less rectraits, multi-figure and
ognized artists such as Jean
abstract paintings.
Helion.
"1 can't wait to see Bell's
Early in his career. Bell
exhibit. I have been a fan of
responded to the idea of
abstract art for years and it's
pure abstraction. He then
great to see such a promi
remained a lifelong admirer
nent artist within that genre
of such artists .is Piet
of art display work at Wright
Mondrian and Jean Arp.
State," said Christina Keenan.
Although later in his career
a Iri shman marketing major.
he was fonder of the figuraBell, who lived from

By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer

Winter's Tale
shines on stage at WSU

Leland Bell's artwork is on display at the University
Art Galleries through March 17.

{theatre}

By Krystle Barger
Staff W r i t e r
Wright State's current
production of The Winter's
Tale is a romantic comedy
with elements of tragedy dispersed throughout the plot.
Based on the play
Pandosto. written in 1388, by
Robert Greene, the plot
opens with Leontes, the King
of Sicilia. entertaining his old
friend, Polixenes, King of
Bohemia. Leontes jealously
mistakes the courtesy
between his wife Hermione,
portrayed by Courtney
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Holland, and Polixenes. portrayed by Ian Rhodes, as a
sign of Hermione's adultery
with him. Bradford Lund, a
senior acting major, gives the
character Leontes a human
dimension. The pregnani
Hermione is then publicly
humiliated and thrown in jail
despite her protests and
claims of innocence.
When the child, a beautiful girl, is born, Leontes
rejects her and gives her to
Antigonus. the husband of
Paulina, who is instructed to

"Tale" continued on
p. 14

Share The Guardian with a friend!
We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer w o u l d be finding
your first job Of courso. it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Ail Force You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-42 3-USAF or visit our WeO site at a l r f o r c e . c o m
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"Tale" continued from
p. 13
leave the child in the wilderness. Hearing of his mother's
mistreatment, Leontes' son
Mamillius dies, and
Hermione, as well, is carried
out and reported dead.
After losing everyone
that was of importance to
him. and realizing the error
of his ways, Leontes is left to
his own solitary despair.
Meanwhile, a shepherd
brings up the baby girl.

The Winter's Tale continues at WSU through Feb. 24.

Have you thought

•

ahout the classrooms in

California?

California has committed S53.3 billion
to education, and we need you to fulfill
our promise to students.

Kindergarten
through third
graritclassst
Raw hava 20
ar fawar papils

iacaativss for
ratfacifm class
sizas ia atbar
grarias. too.

Whether you're seeking your
first teaching experience, or a
first-class teaching experience,
California is your answer.
We're seeking graduating and
experienced teachers to lead our six million students into the future. And
we're hiring in all areas of the state, for many type of teaching positions.
California has a uniquely diverse population, and we're looking for teachers
who embrace these differences and use them to enhance the learning
environment. Because the Classroom Reduction Act of 1936 reduced class
sizes to 20 students per teacher in grades K-3, we have a renewed need
for teachers in those grades. W e also have a great need for teachers who
specialize in math, science, ESL/bilingual education and special education
at all grade levels.

Bring y o u r t e a c h i n g d e g r e e t o California

Our commitment to education translates into real benefits for teachers:
Starting salaries of $34,000 to $44,000 for first year teachers; up to SI9,000 in grants
for education loans; no-money-down mortgages w i t h low interest rates; and other
incentives for teachers in areas of high need.
W e need you in California. It's easy to get here.
For more information, call toll-free
1-888-CalTeach (888 *25-8322) or visit
our website at www.caltepch.com
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l'erdita, portrayed exquisitely
by Lisa Marie Morabito. She
appears in Act IV as a young
and beautiful shepherdess
who has been discovered by
I'olixenes' son I lorizel. The
rest of the play unfolds slowly to reveal unique discoveries.
There are true challenges
with any of Shakespeare's
plays, and the cast of The
W inter's Tale deals with them
beautifully. The dialogue is
well rehearsed, and the staging is done imaginatively.
The Winter's Talc will
run on Feb. 21 through Feb.
23 at 8 p.m., Feb. 17, 23 and
24 at A p.m. and on Feb. 20
at 7 p.m. Admission is S13
for students.

The newest
issue of
Wright State's
student-run
literary7
journal, The
Fogdog
Review is
available in
126 Allyn
Hall and the
Dunbar
Library at no
charge.
Submissions of
original literary
and film critiques are currently being
accepted.
Contact Annette
Oxindine,
Fogdog advisor,
at 775-3532 or at
annette.oxindirie@
wright.edu.

Sports
Overtime:
Corruption
on ice
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Wright State's Sports Source.

Bt-^er not o problem with WSU
UIC has, iio chance for clutch buzzer shot in women's basketball
By Jennifer Martin

By Matt KoeMer
Sports Writer

I
ready for
end to be
put on the hype surrounding
the Olympic figure skating
scandal, but not before I put
in my two cents about such
subjective, judging events.
Money, power and- bribes
have now reached a new
level: the Olympics. I once
thought of the "games" as a
friendly, tranquil, and pure
international sports gathering, but I have now witnessed a humbling experience in life.
Two pairs of gold medals
were given in the pairs' figure skating event all because
there was evidence of deceitful judging caused by outside pressures. Now 1 can see
where pressure may have
came into play here. After
all, many sporting officials
and judges face pressures in
competition.
For example, a NFL referee making a crucial call in
the fourth quarter of a p'ayoff game in front of a hostile
crowd of 60,000 people. And
it goes way further beyond
that; monetary bribes, persuasive perks and other such
pressureful tactics go into
making subjective events
prone to fraudulent outcomes. It's where pressures
and subjective judging
events mix that troubles
arise.
These subjective events
based on judging |such as
figure skatingl must go or be
modified. The problem with
these events is that there are
really no concrete rules or
guidelines f o r j u d g e s to lol-

See "Ice" p.1&
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Staff Writer

lesha Gray (53) pulls up for the jumper in the Nutter
Center.
Photo by Justin Garman

"Last time we played UIC
they beat us in the last seconds of the game, 59-60.
When they came here we
wanted to show them we
were good enough to win,"
said freshman guard Vanessa
Thompson.
Wright State women's
bask tball did just that blow
ing past the University of
Illinois-Chicago, 60-48
Thursday night.
The Raiders shot 52 percent from the field and 75
percent from the free throwline compared to UIC, 30 percent and 62 percent, respectively.
At the half, the score
was close, 22-21 WSU, but in
the second half the Raiders
pulled away out scoring UIC
38 to 27.
Sophomore forward
lesha Gray led all scores with
15 points. Sophomore center
Robyn Swain added 13
points and six rebounds.
Freshman guard Jill

Ransdell contributed 12
points and freshman guard
Tiffany Webb came through
with ten points and seven
assists.
On Saturday, Wright
Slate lost to Loyola, 76-44.
"We are disappointed
with our performance. Our
consistency is a problem,"
said Thompson.
After their great shooting performance on
Thursday, the Raiders came
oul and shot only 30.8 percent from the field, 28.6 percent beyond the three-point
line and 62.5 percent from
the free throw line. This is
compared to Loyola's 46.2,
60.0, and 79.2 percent
respectively.
For the Raiders, Webb
had 14 points and six
rebounds. Swain contributed
seven points along with
eleven rebounds.
The Raiders are now 520 overall and 3-11 in conference play.
The Raiders goal now

See "WBB" p.18

Track team wraps up at Purdue
By Jennifer Martin
Staff Writer
The Wright State
women's indoor track team
traveled to Purdue University
on Saturday to compete for
the first time in the
Boilermaker Open. The
Raiders were led by junior
Jessica Kuhr who won the
3000 meters in a time of
10:19.87.
The Raiuers 1600 meter
relay team came through
with a second place finish in
4:10.07. Sophomore
Elizabeth McMaken came in

u

We are pretty much just looking to run the best we
can, with the training we have had. We want to
make a good showing. I believe we have a decent
shot if everyone runs their hardest.
- Jessica Kuhr, junior on women's track team
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third for the Raiders in ihe
5000 meter run with a time
of 19:43.39. Sophomore
Lynda Wourms gave it her all
in the mile run finishing with
a personal record time of
5:25.07.
"We expected there to be
a lot more schools there, i
think those of us thai ran

did okay. This race helped us
to fine tune our times for
next week," said Kuhr.
The Raiders will travel to
Del'auw University in
Indianapolis for the Horizon
League Championship on
Feb. 23 and 24.
"We are pretty much just
looking to run the best we
can, with the training we

have had. We want to make a
good showing. I believe we
have a decent shot if everyone runs their hardest." said
Khhr.
The Horizon League
indoor ihampionships mark
the conclusion of the indoor
season for the women's track
team, as well as the beginning of the outdoor season.
I he women's track team
will begin their outdoor
spring season with a trip to
Wilmington. North Carolina
for a two-day competition.
The Raiders will then run the
following weekend in
Greenville, North Carolina.
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Men's basketball split on the road in Wl
nmovers and was outre'1-24.
•e's Clay Tucker

By Justin Boss
Sports Editor

I*

The Wright Slate men's
basketball team split another
week, picking up a loss at
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and a
win at Wisconsin-Green Bay.
Milwaukee got ahead to
a seven point lead at the
half, 45-38. Milwaukee shot
62 percent from the field
and 66 percent from the
three point »rc to mount the
lead on the Raiders.
WSU had a good handle
on shooting the ball by hitting 54 percent in the first
half, but only 44 percent
from the three.
The Raiders struggled
though in the second half,
hitting just 37 percent of
their shots compared to the
Panthers' 56 percent.
The final score was 9468. The Raiders committed

.led with
is. A
I'anthei ... had
the game's second highest scorer in Jason
Frederick, who
had 20 points.
Tucker also
scored his 197th
career three-pointer.
Junior guard Vet lard
Hollins led the way lor the
Raiders by scoring 18 points.
Senior guard Jesse
Deister knocked down three
of five from the three-point
range on his way to 15
points in the game.
Junior forward Thomas
Hope grabbed nine rebounds.
Sophomore center Seth
Doliboa scored ten points for
the Raiders.
Milwaukee remains on

top of the conference at 1510, and 10-3 in the Horizon
League.
Wright State rebounded
though when they
got to Green Ba\
however by snitching a win by one
point, 71-70.
The Raiders'
shot accuracy
came with them
from Milwaukee in
the first half, just shooting
43 percent, while Green Ba>
shot 66 percent and jumped
out to a 43-32 halftime lead.
The Raiders came out
with a fire in the second half,
playing tough defense and
bringing the Phoenix down to
shooting just 39 percent in
the second half.
"Some clicked defensively. All of a sudden we started
defending the dribble drives,
and that caused them to take
jump shots," said head coach

lid Schilling in the Dayton
Daily News.
Aaron Jessup was the
game high scorer from Green
Ba> as he contributed J.2
points to the Phoenix.
Hollins hit seven of nine
from the charity stripe, and
contributed four assists on
his way to 21 points in the
game.
Senior Cain Doliboa
came alive and hit four of six
from three on his way to 16
points.
Hope again led the
Raiders in rebounds with
seven boards.
Seth Doliboa had the
game winning bucket off a
!<>b pass through traffic in
tiie paint, for the biggest two
points of the game.
"Seth picked the best
time to have a strong finish,"
commented Schilling in the
Dayton Daily News. "We
anticipated them fouling and

noi being able to get the play
run."
Green Bay has been playinn spoilers lately, upsetting
Detroit in the Motor City and
ending the longest standing
home-win streak in the
nation.
The win sets the Raiders
at 15-10 overall and even in
the Horizon League at 7-7.
Green bay falls to 6-18 and
3-11.
The Raiders have their
last two games of the season
at home this week. They will
play host to the University of
Illinois-Chicago on Thursday,
Feb. 21, at 7:05 p.m. They
then host Loyola on the following Sunday, following the
women's 1 p.m. game. Tip
off for the men is scheduled
at 4:05 p.m.
The Loyola matchup will
also be broadcast on the WB
channel 26 and on WWSU
106.9.
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PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
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7:45
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team or competitor. After all,
if a player legally makes a
low. Just think for a second;
basket, a referee would have
who is to say that one triple
a hell of a time explaining to
axle is better than another?
an irate coach why the basWhy should one person's
ket was waived off. ' • tinopinion of a performance be
players anc
superior to somein these spo
one else's? There
into compel ii
are too many cona complete uiu.
''ctitlg views in
standing of the rule
judging events to
making it difficult for
begin with. Throw
an official to cheat a
in some outside
_ call.
pressures on
these judges and David Pelletier l,e So what should
and Jamie Sale done with these
you've got yournon-objective event s?
self one big conWhat modifications could be
troversy.
done
to
make them better?
Sports without subjective
Besides totally getting rid of
officiating do not have these
these events, I have a recomproblems. Sports such as
mendation.
football, basketball and baseTake the sport of ice
ball have clear-cut and unbiskating, for example, and
ased ruling standards. In
integrate it with the basketthese kinds of sports, it is
ball game H-O-R-S-E. If one
very difficult for an official
skater executes a reverseto show an apparent and
triple-axle-back flip, then the
concrete bias toward one

"Ice" continued

GO mOBRS

Every lipstive trie! has
ilHfcreitileiifwkitfiiis.
How <k> you 1*0
your wings' Mid?
Medium'' Molten
lava? With 12

next skater must land the
same move ur else he gels an
"II." Once "horse" is spelled
you have a winner.
There's the solution to
this Olympic fiasco: horse.
No more controversy, no
more newspaper headlines
about this crap and no more
extra gold medals lo be
handed out due to faulty
judging.

Raider Rap
Question to the people:
What do you think about the Winter
Olympics, do you like them?
And the people reply with:
"I'm surprised so many world records have
been broken."
"I haven't paid any attention to them, I think
they are boring and NBC's coverage makes
it impossible to watch anything."

"WBB" continued
was explained by Thompson
"we are focusing on the rest
of the season. We have two
games left before the
Horizon League Tournament.
We are confident we can win
them, especially at our last
home game," said
Thompson.
The Raiders will be in
action next at Butler on Feb.
21. Game time is 7 p.m. Then
the Raiders will return home
for their last regular season
game, on Sunday, Feb. 24 to
play Youngstown Stale.

"What is the point? A lot of the events aren't
even really sports."
"It is great to see the world come together
in the name of sportsmanship."
"There is a lot of disappointment in the way
people can buy out judges."
"Yeah we would be as good as Germany
too if we tried making a super-human
species."

WSU DEALS...WSU DEALS.

signature wiry
sauces lo choose
from, you're sure »
find one that's just
right for you.

Grand Opening Special!
N.Y. NAILS & TAN
S

TrofessionaC'hfaifs Sr1 'Tanning Center

2730 N. Fairfield Road • Beavercreek, OH 45431
("Across from 'Fairfiefcf Common "MafC/'hlexttoSuper Cut)
[(937) 426-49011

TIK BEST KAL IN TOWN!
$.56 Lees
Even Wednesday!
Offer expires in March 31st 2002

|

Open 7 days a Week:

TANNING
SPECIAL
SUNBURST
4000/0
S12/ per week
UNLIMITED

RE-FILL $15.00 SS^.E££
- 8 T a n n i n g Beds Available-

All New Equipment & High Pressure
10% off- All bottles of Tanning Lotion
For Students OnU
Appointment an
Walk-Ins Welcome!

bI

BUFFALO WIlDWIMf
5 ? * GIOUMR

2?7S Cestre Dr. 431-85S5
CllJUtUfi

500 MINUTES FOR OR
01 MONTH UNLIMITED

Gift Certificate Available!

$40.00
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Classifieds
MP IIT*
STOCK BROKER TRAINEE
PART TIME
..COTTRADE, INC., a fast
growing nationwide discount stock brokerage
firm seeks sophomore/
junior students with business/ finance/ economics
major with customer sen ice background and a
desire to learn about brokerage industry.
Immediate opening/ continuing in the summer for
15-20 hours a week for
paid student internship in
DAVTON, OHIO. Flexiblework hours: Monday Fridays. Fax resume to: Ms.
Diana Dierbcrg, Intern
Coordinator, 314-909-9227
or e-mail to:
ddicrberg^scottrade.com
at company's headquarters.
$14.15 base-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no door-to-door
sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 11-6,
937-436-3580
UAB is hiring for the 20022003 school year. Must be
friendly, energetic and
ready to PROGRAM! Stop
by our office in VV028 SU
to pick up an application.
Daycare: Need somebody
to care for 2 children ages
8 and 11. Work in our
home, three to four afternoons a week. Would like
help with homework.
Close to WSU. Own transportation. Call 429-8669

Walking distance
2 br OFF Campus i.
Lane. 937-879-5184
Available Immediately: (I)
Exquisite three or four
bedroom half double
house. (1) loft apartment
near UD, MVH. Other 1. 2,
and 3 bedroom apartments available for summer and fall 2002. Quiet
street and serious students need only inquire.
Call John or Merrill at 2239790 or 369-5339.
CIMARRON WOODS. NewManagement, additional
units available for
Summer/Fall. Quarterly
rates and group rates
available. Visit our newoffice at 1421 Cimarron
Circle. (937) 320-1355.
Amity Green Apartments.
Large one and two bedroom apartments, range,
refrigerator, A/C, carpet,
and mini-blinds. Five minutes to WSU + WPAFB, plus
major shopping centers.
879-2525.
Spacious 2 bedroom near
I 675 with off- street parking. $425/month plus
security deposit. Small
pets welcomed. Please call
866-5802.

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants
to send you on Spring
Break to Cancun, the
Bahamas, Jamaica, or
Mazatlan FOR FREE! To
find out how, call 1-888777-4642 or e-mail

Abortion thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road. 293-3917.
www.womensmcUccnter.com

Spring Break Super Sale!
Book your trip with
StudentCity.com and save
up to $100 per person to
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica.
Padre and Florida. Most
popular student hotels
including the Oasis and
the Nassau Marriott
Crystal Palace! Prices start
at $399! Sale end soon!
CAU NOW!
1-8 )0-293-1443 or go to
Sti dentCity.com!
Spring Break Tickets!
Get a FREE MTV audience
ticket to select shows
when you book your
Spring Break through
StudentCity.com! Go to
MTV.com or call
StudentCity.com at 1-800293-1443 for details!
Tours and tickets are limitedSpring BreakNassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, hotel, transfers,
parties and more!
Organize small group-earn
FREE trips plus commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-1.
SPRING BREAK Cancun,
Jamaica, Panama City,
Daytona Beach & South
Beach, Florida. Best Hotels,
FREE Parties. LOWEST
prices. (800) 985-6789
wuu.breakerstrav'.'lt.om
SEEKING MAY DAZE LOCK)
DESIGN! Winner wil receive
an S 100 dollar prize package and Dayton Bombers
tickets. Get drawing!
Contact Iris in the UAB
Office at x5500 for more
information.
A AAA! Spring break
Panama City from $129!
Boardwalk room w/
kitchen next to club! 7 parties including free drinks!
Day tona S159!
springbreaktravel.com

A FREE SPRING BREAK!
Hottest Destinations/
Parties! Lowest Prices
Guaranteed! Best
Airlines/Hotels! Free
Booze/Food! 2 Free Trips
on 15 Sales. Earn Cash!
Group Discounts!
Bookonline.
www.sunplashtours.com
I -800-426-7719
# I Spring Break Vacations'
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
& Florida! Best Parties. Best
Hotels, Best Prices! Space
is limited! Hurry up &
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.cndlesssummcrtours.com
Spring Break _002
Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas or Florida. Join
Student Travel Services,
America's# 1 Student tour
Operator. Promote trips
at Wright State. Earn cash
or go free. Information/
Reservations 1-800-6484849 www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Indulge in FREE travel,
drinks, food, and parties
with the Best DJ's and
celebrities in Cancun,
Jamaica, Mazatlan and the
Bahamas. Go to
Studentcity.com, call 1800-293-1443 or email
sales" studentcitv.com to
find out more.

Amouncomont
CIMARRON WOODS will
hold its annual Spring raffle on March 6. WIN a trip
for a week's stay at the
Sandpiper Beacon in
Panama City Beach,
Florida. In order to qualify
you must be a current resident of Cimarron, in good
standing, on a lease, or
have signed a new one lor
upcoming academic year
2002-2003. To register,
stop by our new office at
1421 Cimarron Circle, or
1396. Registration deadline March 6, 11:00 am.
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AAAA! Spring break
Bahamas party cruise! 5
days S279! Includes meals
& free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs
from Florida! Cancun &
Jamaica S459!
springbreaktravel.com
I -800-678-6386.

Please Gall
775- bhYl
t o see y o u r AD h e r e
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Consumer Sales Consultants
'nuke an average of SKI an hour! We are looking tor experienced
will make outbound calls lo sell subscriptions to the Dayton Daily
,JI. Work hours are Monday through Friday 4p-*)p and every other
hours are Monday through Friday from noon to 6 p.m. for one

Our Consumer Sales (
telemarketing represent
News and the Springficl
Saturday <>a-2p. Our paid n
week.
Applicants must have at least one year of telemarketing experience, be I'C keyboard literate with a
high school diploma'GRD.
We offer S7.25/hr. excellent commission structure, medical benefits available after 90 days, weekly
pay, all in a relaxed dress code environment.
To learn more or lo schedule an interview, please call Co* Ohio Publishing at 754-2136.

theguar&ianonline
com

6ea$0HS House
Restaurant

equal o p p o r t u n i t y employer

Specialising In f-laldpian. Singapore

3 visits for only $3!!

Thai & Chinese rood
431 N o r t h B r o a d Street
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

New C ustomers Only
LIMIT ONE PER PERSON * NOT VALIO W.TH ANY OTHER OFFERS* EXPIRES 613012002 ' MUST PRESENT COUPON

Tor Your (Best Tan, guaranteed!

• Large, Private Cool, Clean Rooms!

Tel: (937) 8 7 8 - 7 2 8 7
OPEN HOURS:
MONDAY-THURSDAY: 11.00 am- 9.30 pm
Friday- Saturday: 11.00 am- 10.00 pm
Sunday: Closed

wmrn

• Personal Stereos with A M / F M Cassette, CD!
• Always the hottest bulbs!
• Closest tanning salon to W S U !
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Open 7 days a week

429-9393

A/

f

until 2:30 a m !
V a l i d ID- M u s t b e 2 f

f

l i o n & Tues- Free P q c W l
T u e s & Thurs- CoWerflisiMht!

Creative Hair Designs & Quality Tanning
2330 Grange Hal' Road Beavercreek, Ohio • Spicer Heights Shopping center

"EXPERIENCE

THE

DIFFERENCE"

A

^o^v-Cfgle

$ 1 Beers'
# t h u r s ' & Fri-Karaoke 9- Close
S a t u f d d y ^ l C a i ^ D ^ e or Live
, -i
^
Entertainment 9 - C l o s e
v<;

5 9 2 8 A i r w a y Rd.

256-6964

Ground
$ 9 . 0 0 p e r h o u r as a Package H a n d l e r !

Large Pizza
$6.99
A d d i t i o n a l t o p p i n g s o n l y $1
I

Delivery Service $1

Earn $9.00 an hour to start!
Tuition Assistance available after 30 days!
Weekends o f f !
Work up to 26 hours per week!
1 Early morning or evening shift available!
Advancement Opportunities available!
Must be 18 years old to apply!
Apply in person or visit our web site:
M-F. 8-4 pm

FAIRBORNV310 N.Broad"St.V754-1010
HOURS:

Sunday-Thursday 11:00 a. . 1 2 . 0 0 M i d n i g h t
Friday & Saturday 11:00 a i.-l.fW a.m.

(937)236-6774
www.fedex.com
IBIiBnl

